El Chupacabra
by 4EyesMcGee

Solve the logic puzzle, determining which boxer stayed where, how they
travelled to L&B, which type of letterbox they love, the snack they packed, and
the tree they love to plant a box in. For purposes of solving the puzzle, cabins
are located linearly next to each other, left to right, 1-5.
Answer the questions on the following page using the answers from the puzzle.
The answers to the questions correspond to the letters used in deciphering
the clue. Starting with the answer from question 1 and ending with question
9, arrange all the answers in a row. The letters will be numbered sequentially,
then used to figure out the clue. (Boxers were picked randomly from confirmed
attendee list and any attempt to represent a boxer here is totally made up by me
and does not represent the actual boxer at all.)
1. Honey was found in the cabin directly to the right of the boxer that
traveled by car.
2. There are two cabins between the maple lover and the boxer that
traveled by plane on the right.
3. There are two cabins between the maple lover and the boxer that loves
event stamps on the right.
4. The oak lover was directly to the right of the cabin with beef jerky in it
5. There is one cabin between the cabin with trail mix and the boxer that
traveled by car.
6. Uncrustables were found in the cabin directly next to the cootie lover.
7. There is one cabin between the boxer that traveled by bicycle and MO
UR4ME.
8. The boxer that stayed in cabin 2 is not dingus dufus.
9. The boxer that rode a horse stayed somewhere to the right of the
boxer that loves PT’s.
10. The boxer that stayed in cabin 5 is not dingus dufus.
11. There is one cabin between the oak lover and the cabin with trail mix
on the left.
12. There is one cabin between MO UR4ME and dingus dufus.
13. There are two cabins between the Christmas tree lover and the boxer
that traveled by car on the left.
14. The boxer that travelled by plane stayed somewhere to the right of
Baby Bear.
15. There are two cabins between where Silver Eagle stayed and the PT
lover.

16. The boxer that took the uber stayed directly to the right of the cootie
lover.
17. The boxer that stayed at cabin 3 loves mystery boxes.
18. There is one cabin between the evergreen lover and the cabin that has
uncrustables inside.

Questions:
1. How did MO UR4ME get to L&B?
2. Who has cooties?
3. What snack did MO UR4ME pack?
4. Who flew to L&B?
5. Who stayed in cabin 1?
6. What tree does Baby Bear love to plant in?
7. The boxer that stayed in cabin 4 traveled to L&B how?
8. What tree was the favorite of the boxer that stayed in cabin 5?
9. What snack was found in cabin 2?

Clue:
5 59 2 43 52 13 28 34 38 45 33 53 3 46 33 32 29 10
16 53 13 10 26 21 10 43 13 19 55 34 ,
50 22 34 27 46 33 38 29 31 NW
48 61 24 25 34 13 62 59 34 54 48 13 47 50 42 ,
43 54 32 52 4 55 60 26 22 29 58 13
Update: Due to clearing in the park after the puzzle was created, the box
location has moved. You are looking for an oak 30 steps off the trail.

